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Abstract: This research aims to build an automated tableau builder for Grzegorczyk logic and
to check whether its logic is sound and complete. This is done by creating a tableau system
using the rules and characteristics of Grzegorcyk logic. These new tableau rules are then directly
implemented in an algorithm that tries to create a tableau for every inference. This algorithm is
able to prove the Grzegorczyk axiom and its set of rules is proven to be sound and complete.

1 Introduction

In this research, the goal is to create an auto-
mated tableau builder to check whether formulas
are consistent with Grzegorczyk logic and deter-
mine whether the logic used by this program is
sound and complete. If a formula is inconsistent
with a logic, its negation is proven for that logic.
Therefore, this program can also be described as an
automated theorem prover. The research question
in this thesis is: Is an adaptation of Grzegorczyk
logic for an automated theorem prover sound and
complete?
Rautenberg (1983) describes Grzegorczyk logic as
a type of modal logic. Its rules and axiom are de-
scribed along with other types of logic. Dyckhoff
and Negri (2013) discuss the characteristics that
these rules govern. Grzegorczyk logic follows the
axiom �(�(p→ �p)→ p)→ p. It is characterized
by reflexive, transitive and weakly conversely well-
founded frames, as is explained further in Section
1.3.
Grzegorczyk logic is related to the more well-
known Gödel-Löb logic (GL) by the translation
�A (in GL) ⇒ �A ∧ A (in Grz) (Boolos, 1995).
GL is a logic characterized by irreflexive, transitive
and conversely well-founded frames. This transla-
tion adds the reflexive property and thereby makes
it weakly conversely well-founded. In Peano Arith-
metic (PA), GL’s � is translated as the provabil-
ity predicate Prov (Verbrugge, 2017). This means
that �A (in GL) becomes Prov(pAq) (in PA),

which means that A is provable. Applying this to
the relation between Grzegorczyk logic and GL,
gives the following relation between Peano Arith-
metic and Grzegorczyk logic: �A (in Grz) becomes
Prov(pAq)∧A (in PA). This means that A is both
provable and true.
In order to create a tableau builder for Grzegorczyk
logic, a suitable tableau system had to be selected.
Priest (2008) describes a tableau system for K,
which is the smallest modal logic. This tableau sys-
tem is deemed most suitable for use in automated
tableau building. The rules described by Rauten-
berg (1983) are in a different tableau system, but
are formed as an extension to K and therefore can
be adapted to the structure of the Priest (2008)
tableau system, extending its system for K. This
results in a new set of rules in the Priest (2008)
tableau system.
This set of rules then has to be implemented in
an automated theorem prover. In order to answer
the research question, the soundness and complete-
ness of the new set of rules is attempted to be
proven. The program also generates the tableau
for the negation of the Grzegorczyk axiom to check
whether the program is able to prove it.
The hypothesis is that the new set of rules is sound
and complete and able to prove the Grzegorczyk
axiom. It can be implemented directly into an au-
tomated theorem prover and therefore the research
question would be answered in the affirmative.
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1.1 Tableau Systems and Types of
Tableau Rules

As mentioned by Goré (1999), a tableau system
(or tableau calculus) is a finite collection of
tableau rules. A tableau for a formula X is a
finite tree where X is the root and whose nodes
have finite formula sets. A tableau rule in both
Goré (1999) and Rautenberg (1983) is of the form

N

D1|D2|...|Dk
, where N is the numerator and each

D is a denominator. The numerator and all de-
nominators are finite sets of formulas. The tableau
rule is read as “if the numerator is L-satisfiable,
then so is at least one of the denominators” for
an axiomatically formulated logic L (Goré, 1999).
L-satisfiable means here that there is an L-model
for the set of formulas. An L-model for a set of
formulas is a model of type < W,R, V > (where
< W,R > is an L-frame) for which there exists
some world w0 in W such that for all formulas A
in the set w0 |= A. An L-frame is characterized
by specific properties for the type of logic. The
properties of a Grz-frame are explained in Section
1.3.

In Priest’s (2008, Chapter 2.4) tableau sys-
tem, the rules have a different structure. Every
rule looks like a part of the final tableau and
therefore has a tree structure in itself. Each node
contains one formula and the index of the world
in which this formula is true. If there are multiple
child nodes connected to one parent node, at least
one of these child nodes has to be true. An example
is the following rule for disjunction:

A ∨B . i

A . i B . i

This rule shows that if the formula A∨B is true
in world i, then A or B has to be true in world i,
which is shown by the branch splitting. The Priest
tableau system has a set of rules for the smallest
modal logic K. In this logic, a tableau branch is
closed when both A, i and ¬A, i appear on the same
branch. A tableau is closed if all of its branches are
closed. A tableau is complete when no more rules
can be applied. If the tableau is complete but not
closed, it is L-consistent (Goré, 1999). To prove a

theorem (for example the formula P ) in a logic, a
tableau is made with its negation (¬P, 0) as starting
point. If the tableau closes, that means that ¬P is
L-inconsistent, which means that P is proven in L.

1.2 Soundness and completeness
from Priest in K

Soundness and completeness are two important
characteristics of a logic. The soundness theorem
is defined as follows: “For finite Σ, if Σ ` A then
Σ |= A” (Priest, 2008). This means that if a formula
A is provable from the set of rules Σ, it must also
be a logical consequence of Σ. Therefore, a logic is
sound if and only if every theorem is a tautology.

The opposite is true for completeness. A logic
is complete if and only if all of its tautologies are
theorems. The completeness theorem is defined as
follows: “For finite Σ, if Σ |= A then Σ ` A” (Priest,
2008). This means that every formula A that is
a logical consequence of Σ, must also be provable
from Σ.

1.3 Grzegorczyk Logic Properties

As mentioned by Dyckhoff and Negri (2013),
Grzegorczyk logic is characterized by reflexive
(as opposed to the more well-known Gödel-Löb
logic (GL) which is characterized by irreflexive
frames), transitive and weakly conversely well-
founded (Noetherian) frames. They define a weakly
conversely well-founded relation as follows: “Let R
be a relation on a set S.

1. An R-sequence is a sequence of elements of S
such that for any two successive elements xi
and xi+1, xiRxi+1 holds

2. An R-sequence is convergent (or stabilises) iff,
for some i, for all j > i for which xj is defined,
xi = xj

3. R is weakly conversely well-founded iff every
R-sequence is convergent.”

This shows that weakly conversely well-founded re-
lations satisfy the ascending chain condition. The
ascending chain condition means that every strictly
ascending sequence of elements eventually termi-
nates. Because step 2 shows that every R-sequence
must stabilize or converge, there can be no infinite
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ascending sequence. Therefore, these relations sat-
isfy the ascending chain condition.
That Grzegorczyk logic is characterized by reflex-
ive, transitive and weakly conversely well-founded
frames is proven by showing that the axiom Grz
is always true in these frames and that there is al-
ways a possible countermodel in frames where any
of these properties is missing. This proof can be
found in Appendix A.

1.4 Tableau Calculus Rules for Grz

Rautenberg (1983) defines a set of rules for sev-
eral types of modal logics. Their derivability rela-
tion ` must satisfy the normality rule and a set
of formal properties for the classical propositional
consequence. These properties are defined by the
following rules:

• (�) (normality rule)
X ` P
�X ` �P

• (Dt) (Deduction theorem) X;P ` Q ⇔
X ` P → Q

Classical rules:

• (o)
P ;¬P

0

• (¬)
X;¬¬P
X;P

• (∧)
X;P ∧Q
X;P ;Q

• (∨)
X;¬(P ∧Q)

X;¬P |X;¬Q

• (θ)
X;Y

X

Specific modal rules:
For K:

• (K)
�X;¬�P
X;¬P

For Gr (Grzegorczyk) = K(�(�(p→ �p)→ p)→
p) (which means that Gr is the normal extension of
K by the extra axiom �(�(p→ �p)→ p)→ p):

• (M)
X;�P
X;P

• (Go)
�X;¬�P

X;�X;¬P ;�(P → �P )

All of the rules above hold for Grzegorczyk logic.
In the tableau system by Priest, the rules for K are
already present. Because extending K to Gr adds
the rules M and Go, these have to be added to the
existing rules in the Priest tableau system.

1.5 Tableau Rules for K

K is the weak modal logic that is used as a
foundation for a lot of modal logics (Garson,
2016). It uses the propositional set of logical and
non-logical symbols and extends these with � and
� which mean “it is necessary that” and “it is
possible that”, respectively. It is itself created by
adding the necessitation rule and the distribution
axiom to the principles of propositional logic. The
necessitation rule states that for every formula
A, if A is a theorem of K, then so is �A. This
states that every theorem in the logic is provably
necessary. The distribution axiom is defined as
follows: �(A→ B)→ (�A→ �B) for all formulas
A and B.

Priest (2008) defines a tableau system for K us-
ing a set of worlds with relations between them.
Each tableau node consists of a formula and a num-
ber i that corresponds to the world wi in which it is
true. The relations are shown by nodes of the type
irj, which shows the relation between worlds wi
and wj . This corresponds with the notation wiRwj
in a Kripke model. If a formula �A is true in a
world w, A must be true in every world x for which
wRx. If a formula �A is true in a world w, A must
be true in at least one world x for which wRx.
A list of all rules of the tableau system for K de-
fined by Priest (2008) are in Appendix B.

1.6 Adapting the Priest Tableau
System to Grzegorczyk Logic

In order to adapt the rules from Grzegorczyk logic
to the Priest tableau system, the differences be-
tween the tableau systems have to be identified and
interpreted.

1.6.1 Tableau Calculus rules

The main difference between the two types of
tableau rules is that Rautenberg’s (1983) rules do
not relate the calculus to specific worlds, while
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Priest’s (2008) rules do. It seems that as a way of

translation, a Rautenberg rule of the form
�X;A

X;B
can be read as “If A is true in world wi, B is true
in at least one world wj where wiRwj”.

For example, looking at rule (K)
�X;¬�P
X;¬P

, it is

clear that if �X, i and ¬�P, i are true, that the
combination of X, i and ¬P, i has to be true in
at least one world related to wi. This is the case
because �X, i mandates that X is true in every
world related to wi and ¬�P, i states that P is
not necessarily true in every world related to wi,
which means that there is at least one accessible
world in which P is false (or ¬P is true).
In Priest’s tableau system, this is arranged by the
following four rules:
1.

�A . i
irj

A . j
for all existing j

2.
¬�A . i

�¬A . i

3.
�A . i

irj
A . j

for a new j

4.
¬ �A . i

�¬A . i

From rule 1 follows that if �X, i, then X is
true in every world related to wi and from a
combination of rules 2 and 3 follows that if ¬�P, i
is true, then �¬P, i is true and therefore P is false
(or ¬P is true) in at least one world related to wi.

Rules of the form
X;A

X;B
can be read as “If A is

true in world wi, B is true in world wi”.
To adapt the Priest tableau system to create
tableaux in Grzegorczyk Logic, a similar analysis
has to be done on rules (M) and (Go) as mentioned
in Section 1.4 and new tableau rules in the Priest
system have to be created for these rules.

1.6.2 Other Properties

As mentioned in Section 1.3, Grzegorczyk logic is
characterized by reflexive, transitive and Noethe-

rian frames. This means that a few additional rules
have to be added to the Priest tableau system. In
order to make the relations reflexive, for every oc-
curence of i in the tree, iri has to appear in the tree.
In order to make the relations transitive, whenever
the relations irj and jrz occur on a branch, the
relation irz is introduced as well.

2 Method

In order to build an automated tableau builder
for Grzegorczyk logic, the rules from Rautenberg
(1983) first have to be adapted to work with the
Priest (2008) tableau system and then these rules
(combined with Priest’s rules for K) have to be im-
plemented.

2.1 Rules

As mentioned in section 1.6, the rules (M) and (Go)
have to adapted to work with the Priest tableau
system and rules for reflexivity and transitivity
have to be added.

2.1.1 Extensions to K

First, we check if there are existing extensions to
K that already use some of these new properties.
The extension Kρτ includes the rules:

.

iri
for all i on the branch

for the reflexive property ρ and

irj
jrk

irk

for the transitive property τ . These rules introduce
the reflexive and transitive properties and therefore
we use this extension to add the other rules to.

2.1.2 (M)

In Rautenberg’s (1983) article, the rule (M) is de-

fined as follows:
X;�P
X;P

This rule is interpreted as “If �P is true in world
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wi, then P is also true in world wi” as explained in
Section 1.6. In this interpretation, the rule defines
the reflexive property of Grzegorczyk logic. In Kρτ

this ρ property is already included by the rule men-
tioned in the previous section. This rule adds the
relation between a world and itself, which by defini-
tion of � has the same effect as rule (M). Therefore
no extra rule has to be added to the Priest system
for (M).

2.1.3 (Go)

In Rautenberg’s (1983) article, the rule (Go) is de-

fined as follows:
�X;¬�P

X;�X;¬P ;�(P → �P )
This rule is interpreted as “If �X;¬�P is true in
world wi, then X;�X;¬P ;�(P → �P ) is true in
at least one world wj where wiRwj”. This intro-
duces two properties:

1. A necessity symbol in a world i does not only
mandate the (set of) formula(s) being true in
the worlds related to i, but also in the worlds
related to those worlds and so on. This intro-
duces the transitivity property of Grzegorczyk
logic. In Kρτ this τ property is already in-
cluded by the rule mentioned in Section 2.1.1.
Therefore no extra rule has to be added for
this property.

2. When a formula P is not necessarily true
(¬�P ) it has to be false in at least one acces-
sible world. In the world wi where P is false,
�(P → �P ) is true. This means that for ev-
ery world wj for which wiRwj , if P is true in
that world, it is also true in every world wk
for which wjRwk. Because of transitivity, it is
in turn also true in every world related to k
and so on. This property can be added to the
Priest system using the following rule:

¬�A . i

irj
¬A . j

�(A→ �A) . j
for a new j

This rule defines the weakly conversely well-
foundedness of the Grz-frames, because it de-
limits the sequence. It makes sure that there

can never be an infinite sequence. The reflex-
ive property combined with A → �A lets the
last world only relate to itself, thereby ending
the sequence.

2.2 Program Design

The program uses an object-oriented approach.
The tableau is an object of the type Tree and can
contain up to two child nodes which are each also
of the type Tree. Apart from its child nodes, each
Tree object contains the following information:

• Formula f

• World w

• Constants c
A set of constants that are shared by all nodes
to keep track of the present worlds

• applied
A boolean that represents whether f has al-
ready been applied

• closed
A boolean that represents whether this node
is closed

Each formula is an object of the class of its main
connective or of the class Atom, WorldRelation or
Absurd. These classes are all subclass of the class
Formula. Every subclass contains its own functions
Apply and Negate and contain a number of for-
mulas based on the arity of the connective. This
dictates which effect the application of that for-
mula has on the tree. For the program’s functional-
ity, world relations are encoded as a formula of the
class WorldRelation. The classes and their arity are
as follows:

• Absurd (0)

• WorldRelation (0)

• Atom (1)

• Negation (1)

• Necessity (1)

• Possibility (1)

• Disjunction (2)
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• Conjunction (2)

• Conditional (2)

• Biconditional (2)

This setup allows the main program to simply call
the Apply function on the object of the type for-
mula, without needing extra knowledge of the spe-
cific type of formula. The Apply function of the
class Negation calls the Negate function of its sub-
formula.
The Apply and Negate functions directly imple-
ment the rules as defined in Section 2.1 and Ap-
pendix B. For example, the Apply function of the
class Conjunction adds both subformulas to the
current branch if they do not yet occur on the
branch, whereas the Negate function splits the
branch and adds each subformula to their sepa-
rate subbranches. A formula is only added to the
branch if it does not yet occur on it. Whether or
not the formula was added is returned in the form
of a boolean. This is done by a function in the class
Tree, which can be seen in algorithm 2.1.
This function is called on the tree object whose for-
mula is being applied. This algorithm searches the
tree from the top using breadth-first search. When-
ever it encounters a closed subtree or a subtree with
the same formula and world as the node that has
to be added, that subtree is ignored. If the current
node is found, the queue is cleared and foundNode
is set to true. This causes the node to be added to
every leaf below the current node, except for sub-
branches that are closed or are below a node with
the same formula and world.
The method to split a branch is much simpler. The
algorithm does not have to check if the nodes al-
ready occur on the branch and can therefore simply
add them to every leaf below the current node that
is not part of a closed subbranch.

The functions Apply and Negate then generally
become very simple. Apart from the Apply function
in the class Necessity and the Negate function in
the class Possibility, they all follow a similar struc-
ture. The branch is extended exactly as in the rules,
creating small subtrees that have the exact same
structure as the rules. The only main difference is
whether a branch is only extended, or also split.
The functions return a boolean which represents
whether the application of the formula made any
changes to the tree. When the branch is extended,

Algorithm 2.1 The method that adds a node to
a tree if it is not yet present in that branch of the
entire tree

Input: The node that has to be added newNode,
the entireTree and the tree object on which this
function is called this

Output: A boolean whether the newNode was
added to this
added← FALSE
foundNode← FALSE
toCheck ← new list
toCheck ← entireTree
while toCheck is not empty do
tChecking ← first item from toCheck
if tChecking is a closed node or tChecking
has the same formula as newNode then

skip this node and all nodes below it
end if
if tChecking == this then
toCheck ← empty
foundNode← TRUE

end if
if tChecking has a left child node then

add left child node to toCheck
if tChecking has a right child node then

add right child node to toCheck
end if

else
if foundNode then
added← TRUE
tChecking left child ← newNode

end if
end if

end while
return added
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this boolean is determined by a disjunction of the
results of the addNode calls. When the branch is
split, there is always a change in the branch, there-
fore simply true is returned.

The Apply function for the Necessity and the
Negate function for the Possibility are more compli-
cated, because they have to check for relations be-
tween worlds. We first focus on the Apply function
for the Necessity. The formula can occur both be-
fore and after the world relations in the tree and can
be applied to multiple relations. Therefore, there
are two separate searches in the algorithm. The
first search starts at the node of the Necessity at
world index i and searches the nodes below it using
breadth-first search. For every node that contains a
world relation that defines a relation between world
wi and another world, addNode is called and a node
containing the subformula of the Necessity at the
new world is added below the world relation. The
second search does exactly the opposite. It searches
the entire tree up to the node of the Necessity for
relations with wi and for every world relation it
finds in the same branch, addNode is called and
a node containing the subformula of the Necessity
at the new world is added below the node of the
Necessity.

Because a Possibility or � is defined as
�A ≡ ¬�¬A (Garson, 2016), both its Apply
and Negate function are a special case of those
of the class Necessity. The Apply function of the
class Possibility creates a new object of the class
Necessity with as formula a negation of its own
formula. Then the Negate function of the Necessity
is called on this. The Negate function of the class
Possibility also creates a new object of the class
Necessity with as formula a negation of its own
formula. Then the aforementioned Apply function
of the Necessity class is called on this.

Every iteration of the application, the follow-
ing steps are taken:

1. A formula is selected and applied.

2. All old necessities and negations of possibilities
are checked to see if they can be applied again.

3. The tableau is checked to see if there are any
recurring sequences that would create an infi-
nite tree.

4. The tableau is checked for contradictions and
(partly) closed when they are found.

5. The transitivity is updated.

This continues until the tableau is closed, stopped
because of an infinite sequence or the tableau is
complete. After this the tableau is printed to a
PDF using LATEX together with information about
whether it is closed and if not why it was stopped.
If the tableau is open and complete, a counter-
model is created by applying depth-first search on
the tableau to find any open branch.

2.2.1 Formula selection

The order in which the separate formulas are ap-
plied is not bound to specific rules. The order that
was used is based on the ‘human strategy’. When
creating a tableau on paper, you first apply the for-
mulas that do not split the branch before you apply
the splitting formulas and you apply the possibil-
ities (and negations of necessities) before the ne-
cessities (and negations of possibilities) However,
there is no optimal solution for this. The ideal or-
der is inference-dependent. For example, in some
situations it is more efficient to apply necessities
before splitting formulas. When testing, the follow-
ing order seemed to be most efficient:

1. Non-splitting formulas in the same world

• Conjunction

• Negation of a disjunction

• Negation of a conditional

2. Possibilities and negations of necessities

3. Splitting formulas in the same world

• Disjunction

• Conditional

• (Negation of a) Biconditional

• Negation of a conjunction

4. Necessities and negations of possibilities

The program selects which formula to apply by
traversing the tree using breadth-first search and
determining the score of each formula based on the
order above if it has not yet been applied. The node
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with the current highest score is recorded. When-
ever a new node with the same or a higher score is
found, it overwrites the previous best node. After
the entire tree has been checked, the node with the
highest score is applied. Whenever a necessity or
negation of a possibility is found, the node is also
added to a list. This is done because these types of
formulas must be applied again when new worlds
are added. Every iteration, this entire list is checked
and applied when possible. When a node closes, it
is removed from the list.

2.2.2 Transitivity

Every iteration, the transitivity is updated. This
is done by double breadth-first search. The algo-
rithm traverses the entire tree. Whenever it finds
a world relation irj, it calls a different function
that searches every node below this world relation
to find every formula of the form jrx. Using the
addNode function described above, it then adds a
new world relation of the form irx for each of them.

2.2.3 Closing the tableau

Every iteration, the tableau is checked to see if it
can be (partially) closed. This is done by breadth-
first search over the tree. For every combination
of formula and world index in the tree, the subtree
below it is searched for a contradicting formula with
the same world index. This occurs when one of the
two formulas is a negation of the other. When a
contradiction is found, the formula of the two that
is lowest in the tree is set to closed and an absurd
is added to all leaves below it.
After all contradictions have been found, the tree
is traversed again to close every node whose child
nodes are both closed. When the root of the tableau
is closed, the entire tableau is closed and therefore
the program is stopped.

2.2.4 Checking for infinite tableaux

In some cases, tableau branches can become infi-
nite. There are two ways to make sure that the al-
gorithm recognizes this and stops in a timely fash-
ion: setting a maximum tree depth or a method
that checks for patterns. Because a maximum depth
is arbitrary and can produce problems with large
tableaux, the pattern detection was implemented.

In order for a tableau to become infinite, it has to
contain related worlds with the same set of formu-
las, thus creating a repeating pattern. To detect
this pattern, the algorithm checks for each world
if it contains only all the same formulas as a pre-
vious world it is related to. If this is the case, a
future world will have the same pattern, thus creat-
ing an infinite tableau. In this case, the program is
stopped and the tableau remains open. The infinite
pattern is translated into a corresponding coun-
termodel. Because a repetition of the entire set of
formulas will always cause an infinite tableau, this
detection method does not get any false positives.
Therefore this method should detect all infinite se-
quences without stopping tableaux that would not
otherwise get infinite.

2.2.5 Generation of countermodels

When a tableau is open and complete or an infinite
branch is found, a countermodel has to be given. In
an open and complete tableau, this countermodel is
found by using depth-first search through the tree.
The first open branch that is found is chosen. Then
the worlds, relations and atoms are recorded to cre-
ate a model of the form < W,R, V >. When a
tableau is stopped because of an infinite branch,
the other branches of the tableau are not necessar-
ily complete. Therefore, the infinite pattern is se-
lected as the countermodel and its worlds, relations
and atoms are recorded.

3 Results

3.1 Soundness and Completeness

Priest (2008) has proven the soundness and com-
pleteness of K. Therefore, in this proof only the
added rules/characteristics are discussed. These are
the reflexivity, transitivity and the weak converse
well-foundedness (or Noetherian property) of R.
These are mandated by the following rules:
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1. Reflexivity
ρ

.

iri
for all i on
the branch

2. Transitivity
τ

irj
jrk

irk

3. Noetherian

¬�A . i

irj
¬A . j

�(A→ �A) . j
for a new j

The rule for the Noetherian property replaces the
rule in K for ¬�A.

3.1.1 Soundness

Lemma
Priest (2008, Chapter 2.9) uses the following defini-
tion of faithfulness in his proof of soundness for K:
“Let I =< W,R, v > be any modal interpretation,
and b any branch of a tableau. Then I is faithful to
b iff there is a map f from the natural numbers to
W such that

• For every node A, i on b, A is true at f(i) in I

• If irj is on b, f(i)Rf(j) in I”

The soundness lemma is defined as follows: ”Let b
be any branch of a tableau, and I =< W,R, v >
be any interpretation. If I is faithful to b, and a
tableau rule is applied to it, then it produces at
least one extension, b′, such that I is faithful to
b′.” This is proven by a case by case consideration
of the rules. Because Priest has proven the sound-
ness of K, only the new rules mentioned in Section
1 are discussed. Because the weak converse well-
foundedness is mandated by the rules for ¬�A and
�A in the exact same way, only one of them is dis-
cussed. For all of these situations it is supposed that
I is faithful to the branch b.

1. Reflexivity ρ
The rule ρ causes iri to be on the direct exten-
sion b′ of b for any world i. Since R is reflexive,
f(i)Rf(i). Therefore I is faithful to the exten-
sion of b′ of b.

2. Transitivity τ
Suppose irj and jrk are on b and the rule τ
is applied. This gives an extended branch b′

which contains irk. Since I is faithful to b,
f(i)Rf(j) and f(j)Rf(k). Hence, f(i)Rf(k)
because R is transitive. Therefore I is faith-
ful to the extension b′ of b.

3. Weak converse well-foundedness
Suppose ¬�A, i is on b and the new rule for
¬�A is applied. Then the branch is extended
to b′ which contains irj with a new j and ¬A, j
and �(A→ �A), j. Because I is faithful to b,
¬�A is true at f(i). Hence, for some w ∈ W ,
f(i)Rw and ¬A is true at w. Let f ′ be the same
as f except for f(j) = w. Hence f ′(i)Rf ′(j)
and ¬A is true at f ′(j).
Because R is Noetherian, there cannot be any
infinitely ascending sequences of worlds. This
means that when ¬�A is true at f(i), there
must also be some formula that delimits the
sequence. The transitive nature of R could po-
tentially make it infinite otherwise. For exam-
ple, when ¬�A, i was added to the branch
due to an application of the formula �¬�A, h
for which hri appears on the branch, ¬�A,w
would also appear on the branch for every
world w created by application of the new rule
for ¬�A, because of the transitive nature of
R. This would cause an infinite sequence. To
avoid this, for every world w ∈ W such that
f(j)Rw, if A is true at w, it must be true in
all related words (�(A → �A) must be true
at world w). This is delimiting, because the
branch closes whenever ¬�A,w and �A,w are
on the same branch for the same world w, thus
removing the possibility for ¬�A,w appear-
ing on the branch for every new related world
and thus avoiding infinite sequences in R. It
does not cause any infinite sequences in itself,
as it does not cause the creation of any new
worlds and does not cause any conflicts in sit-
uations that would not otherwise introduce an
infinite sequence. Because of the reflexive na-
ture of R, the formula �(A → �A), j allows
a world wj to at some point only access itself,
thereby stopping the sequence.
Therefore, �(A → �A) must be true at f(j)
which means that I is faithful to the extension
b′ of b.

Theorem
The soundness theorem is defined as follows: For
finite Σ, if Σ `Grz A then Σ |=Grz A

9



This is proven by contraposition. Suppose Σ 6|=Grz

A. This means that there is a valuation v such that
for every B ∈ Σ, B is true and A is false at some
world w. Let f be any function such that f(0) = w.
This shows that I is faithful to the initial list. For
Σ ` A to be true, the tableau starting with the
premises (Σ) and the negation of the conclusion
(A) must be closed. This means that both X,w
and ¬X,w must appear on a branch b. Because
I is faithful to the initial list b, by the soundness
lemma it is faithful at least one extension b′ of b.
Because there is only one extension b′, I should be
faithful to this extension of b. This means that both
vw(X) = 1 and vw(X) = 0, which is impossible.
Therefore Σ 6`Grz A can be concluded.
Therefore, if Σ `Grz A then Σ |=Grz A. Hence, this
set of rules is sound.

3.1.2 Completeness

Lemma
“Let b be any open complete branch of a tableau,
let I =< W,R, v > be the interpretation induced
by b. Then:

• If A, i is on b then A is true at wi

• If ¬A, i is on b then A is false at wi”

An interpretation is induced by a branch b if:

• W = {wi : i occurs on b}

• If p, i occurs on b, then vwi
(P ) = 1

If ¬p, i occurs on b, then vwi
(P ) = 0

If neither occurs on b, then you can choose ar-
bitrarily between vwi(P ) = 1 and vwi(P ) = 0.

This is proven by induction on the complexity of
A, where the induction hypothesis is as follows:

• If B, i occurs on b, then vwi
(B) = 1

• If ¬B, i occurs on b, then vwi
(B) = 0

• If neither occurs on b, then you can choose ar-
bitrarily between vwi

(B) = 1 and vwi
(B) = 0.

Because Priest has proven the completeness of K,
only the new rules mentioned in Section 1 are
discussed. Again, because the weak converse well-
foundedness is mandated by the rules for ¬�A and
�A in the exact same way, only one of them is dis-
cussed.

1. Reflexivity ρ
By the ρ rule, for every wi ∈W , iri occurs on
b. Hence, by definition of R, wiRwi as required.
This shows that the model is reflexive, because
for every world w, wRw.

2. Transitivity τ
For wi, wj , wk ∈ W , suppose wiRwj and
wjRwk. Then irj and jrk occur on b and
by the τ rule irk also occurs on b. Hence,
wiRwk as required. This shows that the model
is transitive, because for all relations wiRwj
and wjRwk, wiRwk.

3. Weak converse well-foundedness
If ¬�B, i is on b, then the new rule for ¬�A
has been applied. Thus for some new j, irj,
¬B, j and �(B → �B), j are on b. By the in-
duction hypothesis, wiRwj by definition and
B is false at wj by the induction hypothesis.
If �(B → �B), j is on b, then by the rule
for necessity for all k such that jrk is on b,
B → �B, k is on b. By the rule for the condi-
tional, either ¬B, k or �B, k is on b. If �B, k
is on b, then for all l such that krl is on b,
B, l is on b. By the induction hypothesis, this
means that B is true at wl hence �B is true
at wk or B is false at wk, because by defini-
tion wkRwl. Hence �(B → �B) is true at wk.
Hence ¬�B is true at wi. As explained in the
proof for the soundness, this formula is delim-
iting. This means that there cannot be an infi-
nite ascending sequence in the set of relations
R. Therefore, the model is weakly conversely
well-founded.

Theorem The completeness theorem is defined as
follows: For finite Σ, if Σ |=Grz A then Σ `Grz A.
This is also proven by contraposition. The following
proof is from Priest (2008): “Suppose that Σ 6`Grz
A. Given an open complete branch of the tablau,
the interpretation that this induces has the right
characteristics and makes all premises true at w0

and A false at w0, hence Σ 6|=Grz A”
Therefore, if Σ |=Grz A then Σ `Grz A

3.2 Grzegorczyk Axiom Proof

In Figure 3.1, the tableau for the negation of the
Grzegorczyk axiom is shown. Because this tableau
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closes, the Grzegorczyk axiom is proven in this pro-
gram and its corresponding set of rules.

3.3 Program functionality

Generally, the program functioned well. Whenever
a closed tableau was generated, this was the correct
solution. The program did not close the tableaux
too soon or too late. Whenever a infinite pattern
was detected or the tableau was open and com-
plete, the generated tableau and countermodel were
also correct. This countermodel was not necessarily
the shortest possible countermodel. As the chosen
detection method for infinite tableaux was rather
strict, the program did not stop these tableaux too
soon. However, because the order of application was
not ideal for every formula, the program did not al-
ways produce the most efficient tableau.

4 Discussion

As shown in the previous section, the new set of
rules is sound and complete. Because the program
uses the rules directly (as shown in Section 2.2), it
can be concluded that the logic used by the pro-
gram is sound and complete.
The research question was: Is an adaptation of
Grzegorczyk logic for an automated theorem prover
sound and complete? This functioning automated
theorem prover directly uses the new set of rules.
This new set of rules is sound and complete and
has all of the properties that characterize Grzegor-
czyk logic. The program also efficiently proves the
Grzegorczyk axioma Grz. Therefore the research
question can be answered in the affirmative. This
adaptation of Grzegorczyk logic for an automated
theorem prover is sound and complete.

4.1 Potential problems

While the program uses the rules directly, the
application order is not mandated by any rules.
The current order was chosen for efficiency and
likeness to the human strategy. The ideal order is
inference-dependent. For example, while it is often
most efficient to apply splitting formulas before
necessities, there are also situations in which it
is more efficient to apply necessities first. For
example, for the formula (�¬(A ∨ B) ∧ (A ∨ B)),

Figure 3.1: The generated proof of the
Grzegorczyk axiom �(�(p → �p) → p) → p

11



the tableau closes sooner when necessities are
applied first, as can be seen in Figure C.1 and
Figure C.2 in Appendix C. While the order of
application only has a small influence on the
tableau for this inference, it shows that a different
order or strategy might produce vastly different
tableaus. In some cases, these changes might make
the difference between a tableau that continues
forever (and is therefore cut off) and a tableau
that closes early in the process. While this was
not encountered during testing, situations like this
are theoretically possible. As there is no universal
optimal strategy, this might cause a difference in
performance between several types of formulas.

4.2 Further research

For future research, the influence of different appli-
cation orders on different types of formulas could
be examined. This could provide more insight in
which application order is optimal for which type
of formula. This insight could then be used to cre-
ate an adaptive application order which changes its
order based on the type of formula it encounters.
This could solve the problems mentioned above and
could create a more universal tableau builder that
is less inference-dependent.
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A Appendix A - Characterisa-
tions Grz

For all frames F =< W,R >:
F |= �(�(p → �p) → p) → p ⇐⇒ R is reflexive,
transitive and Noetherian

A.1 Reflexive, transitive and
Noetherian

Suppose R is reflexive, transitive and Noetherian
and M =< W,R, v > is an arbitrary model on F
where w is an arbitrary world such that w ∈W .

1. Suppose M,w |= �(�(p → �p) → p) and
M,w 6|= p.

2. Because of the reflexivity of R: M,w |= �(p→
�p)→ p

3. Therefore either:

(a) M,w |= p (leads to ⊥ because of 1)
or

(b) M,w 6|= �(p→ �p)

4. There exists a world v with wRv for which
both

(a) M,v 6|= p→ �p (because of 3b)

(b) M,v |= �(p→ �p)→ p (because of 1)

5. Because of 4a:

(a) M,v |= p

(b) M,v 6|= �p

6. Because of 4b:

(a) M,v |= p (already shown in 5a)
or

(b) M,v 6|= �(p→ �p)

7. There exists a world t such that vRt for which

(a) M, t 6|= p (because of 5b)

(b) M, t |= �(p → �p) → p (because of 1
and transitivity)

8. Because of 7b:

(a) M, t 6|= �(p→ �p)
or

(b) M, t |= p (leads to ⊥ because of 7a)

9. Therefore there exists a world u such that tru
for which

(a) M,u 6|= p→ �p (because of 8a)

(b) M,u |= �(p → �p) → p (because of 1
and transitivity)

This world u has the exact same set of starting for-
mulas as world v. Therefore, this sequence would
become infinite. Because the R is Noetherian, there
can be no infinitely ascending sequences. The for-
mula present in 8a states that M,u 6|= p → �p for
any world u such that tru. In order to avoid an in-
finite sequence, at some point u = t has to be true.
This is possible due to the reflexivity of R. This
leads to M, t |= p and M, t 6|= �p. M, t |= p leads
to ⊥ because of 7a and therefore it is not possible
that M,w |= �(�(p→ �p)→ p) and M,w 6|= p in
a reflexive, transitive and Noetherian frame, thus
F |= �(�(p→ �p)→ p)→ p

w t

v

A.2 Not reflexive

Suppose R is not reflexive. Then there is a w ∈ W
such that not wRw. Now we can define a v on
< W,R > such that M,w |= �(�(p → �p) → p)
and M,w 6|= p. This can be done by making p true
in every world related to w and false in every other
world (such as w itself).
The valuation is therefore as follows: ∀x ∈
W (Vx(p) = 1 ⇐⇒ wRx. Therefore, F 6|=
�(�(p→ �p)→ p)→ p.

¬p

w

p

t

p

v
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A.3 Not transitive

Suppose R is reflexive but not transitive. Then
there is a combination of wi, wj , wk ∈W such that
wiRwj and wjRwk but not wiRwk. Now we can de-
fine a v on < W,R > such that M,w |= �(�(p →
�p) → p) and M,w 6|= p. This is the case when p
is only true in every world that is reachable in one
step, except itself. This means that in every world
related to w, p and ¬�p are true.
This means that the valuation is as follows: ∀x ∈
W (Vx(p) = 1 ⇐⇒ wRx ∧ w 6= x. Therefore,
F 6|= �(�(p→ �p)→ p)→ p.

¬p

w

¬p

t

p

v

A.4 Not Noetherian

In the situation where all properties are present,
it is shown that without the Noetherian property,
an infinite sequence of worlds is produced. Every
world except for starting world w then contains a
combination of M,v 6|= p→ �p and M,v |= �(p→
�p) → p, because of the transitive and reflexive
properties. This causes p to be true in every world
except the starting world.
Therefore the valuation is as follows: ∀x ∈
W (Vx(p) = 1 ⇐⇒ x 6= w ∧ wRx). Therefore,
F 6|= �(�(p→ �p)→ p)→ p.

¬p

w

p

v

p

t

p

u

A.5 Conclusion

Therefore, for all frames F =< W,R >:
F |= �(�(p → �p) → p) → p ⇐⇒ R is reflexive,
transitive and Noetherian

B Appendix B - Tableau
Rules in K from Priest

• Negation

¬¬A . i

A . i

• Disjunction

A ∨B . i

A . i B . i

¬(A ∨B) . i

¬A . i

¬B . i

• Conjunction

A ∧B . i

A . i

B . i

¬(A ∧B) . i

¬A . i ¬B . i

• Conditional

A→ B . i

¬A . i B . i

¬(A→ B) . i

A . i

¬B . i

• Biconditional

A↔ B . i

A . i

B . i

¬A . i

¬B . i
¬(A↔ B) . i

A . i

¬B . i

¬A . i

B . i
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• Necessity

�A . i
irj

A . j

¬�A . i

�¬A . i

• Possibility

�A . i

irj
A . j

¬ �A . i

�¬A . i

C Appendix C - Differences in
application order

(�¬(A ∨B) ∧ (A ∨B)).0

0r0

�¬(A ∨B).0

(A ∨B).0

A.0

¬(A ∨B).0

×

B.0

¬(A ∨B).0

×

This tableau is closed.

Figure C.1: The tableau for (�¬(A∨B)∧ (A∨B))
when applying splitting formulas before neces-
sities

(�¬(A ∨B) ∧ (A ∨B)).0

0r0

�¬(A ∨B).0

(A ∨B).0

¬(A ∨B).0

×

This tableau is closed.

Figure C.2: The tableau for (�¬(A∨B)∧ (A∨B))
when applying necessities before splitting for-
mulas
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